INFORMATION BRIEFS...

USE THESE 25 IDEAS TO SAVE MONEY OR MAKE MONEY!!

1. How to remove watermarks from polished tabletops.
2. What simple drugstore chemical makes glass sparkle after cleaning?
3. Pour in a little common (?) to open most sinks and drains.
4. How to remove oil stains from floors.
5. How to keep nails from splitting wood.
6. How to repair small holes in screens.
7. What to use to fill cracks in wooden flooring.
8. How to solder glass to glass. Formula.
9. How to make whitewash solution more durable.
10. Make glue waterproof by adding just a trace of (?).
11. How to treat paint, varnish, so insects will avoid the surfaces.
12. Easy to make transparent paint for glass - any color.
13. Snow-white, long-lasting waterproof stucco paint made easily and inexpensively.
14. How to soften hard-dried paint brushes or remove paint from glass.
15. How to make steel and iron tools rustproof. Two formulas.
16. How to nickel-plate metal without electricity.
17. Cash iron may be soldered readily if first coated with (?).
18. How to temper steel tools to a hard cutting edge.
19. Penetrating oil, like “Liquid Wrench” frees rusted screws and bolts.
20. Rust remover for articles make of iron. Three formulas.
21. Kerosine may be “deodorized” by adding what?
22. A few drops of (?) will deodorize gasoline for cleaning purposes.
23. How to make a small hole through glass without using a drill.
24. How to remove a lodged bullet from a gun without injury to the rifle.
25. How to oil a flagpole or clothesline pulley without taking it down.

★★★ BONUS: Camp Stove that you can carry in your pocket. Easy and inexpensive to make.

Only $10.00 • Cash • US Postal Money Order  http://Wrightsco.com
★★ Wright’s Co. PO Box 1886, Horsham, PA 19044 ★★